This book has been written in order to enhance and enrich the knowledge of students whose interests lie in the field of Victorian Studies specifically, and the study of the long nineteenth century more broadly. It is to the many students whom I have taught over almost thirty years in the English university system and, more recently, at the University of Macau, China, that my profound gratitude must therefore be first expressed. The insight provided by these talented individuals in the seminar room both shapes and tempers those ideas which eventually find concrete expression in books, in book chapters, in journal articles and through conference presentations or symposia. In particular, I would very much like to thank the following former students, who must stand as representatives of the considerable body whom I have taught or whose doctoral theses I have supervised over a long career in the UK: Claire Macnamara, Ian Driscoll, Scott Drew, Michelle Falcon, Charline Blissett, Diane Mason, Molly Thompson, Steve Hunt, Alice Herve, Colin Owens, Malcolm Lewty, Sally White, Morgaine Merch Lleuad, the late Zena Williams, Abigail Bailey-Burton, Aidan Horan, Ellen Long-Common, Emma Sparrow, Emmalynne Goold, Emma Stein, Archy Carroll, Ben Noad, Fliss Falconer, Hannah Roy, Jan Fellows, Sheena Gainey, Jenny Lloyd, Sonja Zimmermann, the late Jasmine Goldsmith, Lauren Brimble, Beverley Douglas, Jenny Patterson, Stuart Coulson, Cathy Poole, Oliver Robinson-Sivyer, Sadie Bennett, Aaron Wilkins, Amber Huckle, the late Hamish Ratley, Becky Spicer, Zara Preston, Leah Morris, Will Purbrook, Margherita Paone, Holly Ryan, Kathy Ewins, Emily Lumbard, Bryony Curass, Ffion Davies and Rebecca Davey. Among my recent students in Macao, I would like to express my gratitude particularly to Jan Marvin Goh, Polina Zhitkhar, Quan Yongyu, Xiao Xue, Chan Weng Si, Wang Ruining, Zhou Jiajia, Xia Yuan,
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Bonnie de Assis Lew, Firmina Cardoso Gonçalves, Diana Bautista and – especially – Zhang Qingheng.

I am also incredibly grateful for the support and encouragement I have consistently received from friends and colleagues within the Faculty of Arts and Humanities at the University of Macau. In this respect, I would like to thank, in particular, Nick Groom, Matthew Gibson, Damian Shaw, Chiu Man Yin, Andrew Moody, Glenn Timmermans and Yifeng Sun. My sincere thanks also go to Victoria Harrison, Rhett Gale, Jeremy de Chavez, Younhee Kim, Katrine Wong, You Chengcheng and Fei Chen. Tina Chao and Zoe Wong, as always, have been consistently supportive and I would like to thank them, too, for their tolerant good humour.

Outside of Macao, I must also acknowledge the particular support which I received from Jillian Wingfield and Pat Main, both of whom read drafts of this book at various stages of its development, and who provided insightful commentary upon its style and content. I would like to acknowledge, also, the many colleagues with whom I have discussed various aspects of this and other projects, most notably Ruth Heholt (Falmouth University), John Strachan (Bath Spa University), Alison Younger (University of Sunderland), Andrew Smith (University of Sheffield), Jerrold E. Hogle (University of Arizona), Victor Sage (University of East Anglia), Ben Fisher (University of Mississippi), Kasia Ancuta (Chulalongkorn University), Clayton MacKenzie (Zayed University) and Fiona Peters (Bath Spa University). Any errors in this book are, of course, my own. Finally, I am especially grateful to the dedicated and professional team at Edinburgh University Press and extend my particular thanks to Jackie Jones, to Susannah Butler and to Michelle Houston, and also to Robert Tuesley Anderson for his meticulous proofreading. Gillian, as always, deserves my thanks for her support throughout this project, and indeed the other publications on which I have been working at the same time.

This book is dedicated to the memory of one of my oldest and closest friends in academia. I first met Roger Sales in 1982, on the day on which he interviewed me for an undergraduate place at the University of East Anglia, Norwich. I little realised on that occasion how much he would influence my attitude to literary and historical scholarship, and the tenor and style of both my teaching and my writing. I would not be writing this book now, nor
teaching at the University of Macau, had it not been for his advice and encouragement over the past forty years. I miss him, terribly. To you, Roger – inspirational scholar, true and honest friend – I extend my deepest thanks.
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